Sample citations for a web site:

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Title of Article.” Title of Web site. Sponsor of Web site, Update date (use “n.d.” if there is no date). Medium. Date you visited the site.


Sample citation for a web site with no author:


Sample citation for an image from a web site:


Sample citation format for online databases:

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Title of Article.” Name of periodical Volume. Issue number Date of publication: Page numbers. Name of database within electronic source. Medium. Date you visited site.

Sample citation for ABC-CLIO Social Studies:

Sample citation for ARTStor:

Sample citation for Britannica Image Quest:

Sample citation for CIAO:

Sample citation for CQ Researcher:

Sample citation for Ebsco Host:

Sample citation for Encyclopedia Britannica:

Sample citation for FACTS.com:

Sample citations for Gale Opposing Viewpoints in Context:
Sample citations for Gale Virtual Reference Library:

Sample citation for JSTOR:

Sample citation for ProQuest magazine or journal article:

Sample citation for ProQuest newspaper article:

Sample citation for SIRS Knowledge Source:

Sample citation for World Book Encyclopedia:

Sample citation for World Conflicts: